Associated Press Covers ACSH Letter To Columbia Criticizing Dr. Oz

By ACSH Staff — April 18, 2015

Four current or former members of the American Council on Science and Health recently created a letter asking Columbia University to reconsider the faculty position of "America's Doctor", Dr. Oz, due to scandals involving his promotion of "miracle" cures and his belittlement on the floor of Congress, writing "Dr. Oz has repeatedly shown disdain for science and for evidence-based medicine, as well as baseless and relentless opposition to the genetic engineering of food crops. Worst of all, he has manifested an egregious lack of integrity by promoting quack treatments and cures in the interest of personal financial gain."

Verena Dobnik at Associated Press has the details [1] but they were unable to reach him for comment. Instead, a recorded message encouraged them to get ticket for his show.
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